
From: Pine Grove Park [mailto:pinegrovepark@gmail.com]  
Sent: December-05-10 10:34 AM 
To: Dwyer, Phil 
Cc: Angie Cathrae, Acting Clerk; Rhonda Cook, CAO; John.Close@southbrucepeninsula.com; 
Jim.Turner@southbrucepeninsula.com; dlm@bmts.com; kklages@bmts.com; 
Marilyn.Bowman@southbrucepeninsula.com; Chris.Thomas@southbrucepeninsula.com; matt.standen@live.ca; 
jackson4saublebeach@gmail.com; pinegrovepark@gmail.com 
Subject: Friday Morning Meeting 

  

Thank you, Phil for taking the time to meet with me on Friday morning. 

I am really looking forward to your responses to the Pine Grove Park  
requests I left with you. I realized during our conversation  that you are very 
predisposed to the need for sewers at Sauble, regardless of what the popular  
opinion is. I got the feeling that you knew better what the people really need,  
regardless of who pays the freight and that bigger is always better because it spreads  
the financial burden. You seem to want rapid growth in the area and are not concerned 
with people who are quite happy with the status quo. Although you showed concern 
for people who would probably have to sell if sewers were to be installed, it was evident 
to me that these people were not your prime concern. 
As we discussed in the meeting and can be seen by the distribution  
on the forms, it is our intention to have much more transparency than has  
been the case on this and other Town projects. 
You were right about me not beginning to feel the pain of my fall in 
the parking lot until the next day. Saturday was agony but I seem to 
be getting better today.  I was parked in a handicap spot and the last 
thing I expected was ice. Whoever is responsible for clearing the snow 
in your lot should be sanding or salting right after they plow. It is not my job but 
I think maybe somebody should get their knuckles  rapped or procedures changed 
over this one! 
At the meeting, you shed some light on your views and your vision as public works 
manager. I am still going over my notes and as we agreed to keep each  
other in the loop after the meeting, I will forward all of my impressions to you 
as soon as I record them. You also mentioned at the meeting that as a warrior,  
I had people lining up behind me on this project. Please believe me when I tell you  
that at the front of this line, I am not alone. Although Pine Grove Park is a very private 
community, you have galvanized us into a very solid public group and we refuse to be pushed  
aside and ignored, as was evident in your proposal concerning Revison 5(a). Although 
you hinted that other sites are now being considered, you have not yet earned any level of our  
trust. We really want to think that Genivar and the Chamber of Commerce are the problems and  
that you will be fair and approachable. 
I look forward to seeing you at the swearing in ceremony on Monday or at council 
on Tuesday.  
Thanks again for your time, 
John Strachan, 
Pine Grove Park Lot Owners. 
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